
REFLECTION ON GANDHI ESSAY

George Orwellâ€™s essay â€œReflections on Gandhiâ€• examines Gandhiâ€™s principal of non-violence, or
Satyagraha ("holding on to the truth"), as a political tool. Orwell attempts to evaluate non-violence as a method of
political leverage outside of the unique circumstances in which Gandhi.

They made a good impression on me, which Gandhi himself at that time did not. Moreover, if one is to love
God, or to love humanity as a whole, one cannot give one's preference to any individual person. His ancestors
were solid middle class businessmen and in his personality those strengths could be felt clearly. That one even
thinks of asking such questions indicates his stature. The important point here is not so much that the British
treated him forbearingly as that he was always able to command publicity. But it was not in trying to smooth
down Hindu-Moslem rivalry that Gandhi had spent his life. Orwell raises such questions right at the outset
because he cannot agree with the normal picture of the Mahatma presented to the world but subjects the
ordinary photograph drawn by media to his own litmus test. The nature of pacifism changes when applied to
international politics. It seems doubtful whether civilization can stand another major war, and it is at least
thinkable that the way out lies through non-violence. Even you are a rich or a poor guy ,your attitude about life
and all things in this world decides whether you are happy or not. Answering it definitively would require a
vast amount of research and reasoning. There is an obvious retort to this, but one should be wary about
making it. George Orwell Reflections on Gandhi Saints should always be judged guilty until they are proved
innocent, but the tests that have to be applied to them are not, of course, the same in all cases. Gandhi's
attitude was not that of most Western pacifists. Gandhi believed in the old fashioned village-based economics,
which is not suitable for a big country like India. He did not take milk either since it would arouse sexual
desire. So what's the problem yaar? One may feel, as I do, a sort of aesthetic distaste for Gandhi, one may
reject the claims of sainthood made on his behalf he never made any such claim himself, by the way , one may
also reject sainthood as an ideal and therefore feel that Gandhi's basic aims were anti-human and reactionary:
but regarded simply as a politician, and compared with the other leading political figures of our time, how
clean a smell he has managed to leave behind! You mean you are a non vegetarian and those who are
supporting vegetarian foods are bad ,what you mean? His sins could be counted on fingers. If you are not
prepared to take life, you must often be prepared for lives to be lost in some other way. Almost from
childhood onwards he had a deep earnestness, an attitude ethical rather than religious, but, until he was about
thirty, no very definite sense of direction. However, at an inner level, Gandhi was not as simple as he looked.
This had left George Orwell concerned that it would not be able to bear the effects of another world war. This
again is true, and it marks the point at which the humanistic and the religious attitude cease to be reconcilable.
This complexity can hinder judgement and one may end up being over-influenced or unclear in his view of the
Mahatma. Apart from a few cigarettes, consumption of meat once or twice and a few annas stolen and two
fruitless visits to a brothel, he had hardly committed any worldly sins. Gandhi was not well guarded at the
time he was murdered. Is there a Gandhi in Russia at this moment? In india the agriculture and village is the
real backbone, I know it perfectly and undoubtedly. Secondly, if possible, no sexual intercourse. He did not
â€” indeed, since his whole political life centred round a struggle for national independence, he could not â€”
take the sterile and dishonest line of pretending that in every war both sides are exactly the same and it makes
no difference who wins. No doubt alcohol, tobacco, and so forth, are things that a saint must avoid, but
sainthood is also a thing that human beings must avoid. His opposition to state violence and centralism has
made anarchists and pacifists claim him for their own herd.


